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Abstract

Chronological and Hierarchical Reasoning Over Naturally
Occurring Schemas (CHRONOS) is a system that combines
language model-based natural language processing with sym-
bolic knowledge representations to analyze and make pre-
dictions about newsworthy events. CHRONOS consists of
an event-centric information extraction pipeline and a com-
plex event schema instantiation and prediction system. Re-
sulting predictions are detailed with arguments, event types
from Wikidata, schema-based justifications, and source doc-
ument provenance. We evaluate our system by its ability to
capture the structure of unseen events described in news arti-
cles and make plausible predictions as judged by human an-
notators.

Introduction
Analysis and prediction of newsworthy events is an impor-
tant capability with potential uses in decision support, ed-
ucation, and intelligence gathering. Real-world application
of this capability requires natural language understanding
that can produce (or at least maintain) rich representations of
interconnected events described across multiple documents.
These event representations must take into account not only
event types and event-argument structures but temporal and
causal dynamics between events as well. In order to earn the
trust of human stakeholders, predictions must be reliable and
explainable. This use case and its challenges are the focus of
the DARPA Knowledge-directed Artificial Intelligence Rea-
soning Over Schemas (KAIROS) program.

Modern generative large language models (LLMs) are ca-
pable of producing predictions, reasoning traces and expla-
nations that are believable but not necessarily reliable or au-
thentic. Symbolic reasoning and faithfulness are two well
known limitations to LLMs [Valmeekam et al. 2022; Turpin
et al. 2023], which can pose unacceptable risks in certain ap-
plication settings. Prompting techniques can elicit explana-
tions that can dramatically improve performance on down-
stream tasks, but there is evidence that LLM-generated ex-
planations do not reflect the real factors influencing output
[Turpin et al. 2023]. Furthermore, we must consider the pos-
sibility that the data being analyzed by the system is confi-
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dential, classified, and/or scarce. This suggests that rapid,
training-free domain adaptation is a requirement as well.

We present CHRONOS, a schema-based event under-
standing and prediction system developed to address the
goals of the DARPA KAIROS program. CHRONOS ana-
lyzes news articles with respect to complex event schemas,
to classify narratives across multiple documents and to make
detailed predictions about unobserved events. CHRONOS
uses deep learning models for a variety of NLP tasks (ma-
chine translation, information extraction, semantic parsing,
text classification) and symbolic knowledge structures to
represent the compositional and hierarchical structure of
complex events. We believe that the use of event schemas,
the multi-document setting, and the justification/provenance
requirements make this application unique. As an emerging
application, we show that our system is able to correctly
classify events across 5 distinct domains: terrorist attacks,
disease outbreaks, violent coups d’état, riots, and hazardous
spills. We also show that our system makes plausible predic-
tions evaluated by human assessment.

Related Work
Multi-document summarization is related to the narrative ex-
traction step of the KAIROS use case. Well known datasets
in this area are: DUC 20041, TAC 20112, Multi-news [Fabbri
et al. 2019], and Wikipedia Current Events Portal (WCEP)
[Ghalandari et al. 2020]. Although many of these datasets
have reference summaries that come from only one doc-
ument [Wolhandler et al. 2022] and they do not have any
structured event requirements.

Event argument extraction is a notoriously difficult prob-
lem and has received attention in various settings, most com-
monly within sentence event argument extraction [Walker
et al. 2006], but also document-level [Li, Ji, and Han 2021;
Ebner et al. 2020], and more recently open-vocabulary argu-
ment role prediction [Jiao et al. 2022].

Our work is most closely related to the RESIN project [Du
et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2022], which is a schema-guided
event prediction system for the same type of newsworthy
event analysis use case. Our information extraction pipeline
differs in its use of zero-shot text classification and AMR

1https://duc.nist.gov
2https://tac.nist.gov
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parses to extract event-argument structures. We extend this
area of work by including additional complex event datasets
and human judgements of prediction plausibility.

System Overview
The objective of the CHRONOS system is to understand
complex events described across multiple documents and to
provide meaningful predictions about those events. It con-
sists of three main components: (1) a complex event schema
library, (2) an event-centric information extraction pipeline,
and (3) a schema instantiation and prediction system.

Complex Event Schemas
A complex event schema is an abstraction that describes
the structure of a complex event type. Complex events in-
volve multiple participants/entities and they persist over an
interval of time such that their subevents are noteworthy.
Complex event schemas are hierarchical and compositional
– schemas can have specializations (e.g. a foodborne dis-
ease outbreak is a more specific version of a disease out-
break) and they can be composed of other schemas (e.g. the
Olympic Games consist of many individual competitions,
each having their own complex structure). This composition
results in a tree-like structure, where the children are the sub-
events. A schema library is a set of complex event schemas.

A schema is instantiated when it is used to describe a
particular instance of that schema, e.g. the United States
Presidential Election of 2020 is an instantiation of an elec-
tion schema. Schemas can facilitate inference and prediction
because they capture the archetypical structure of observed
events. That is, the presence of an event, entity, or relation in
a schema indicates its presence in events of the same type,
even when not directly observed.

Figure 1 shows a partial visualization for our event
schema for hazardous spills. Each node represents a (sub)-
event. The root event represents not just the spill itself, but
all related, typical events, such as cleanup, containment,
restoration, and so on. Dotted directed edges indicate sub-
event relationships (e.g. Prevention & Preparedness is a sub-
schema of Hazardous Spill). Solid directed edges represent
temporal relations (e.g. Spill Detection happens before Au-
thorities Notified). Leaf nodes represent primitive events.
Primitive events have roles specified with role naming con-
ventions of Propbank [Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury 2005]
and DARPA Wikidata (DWD) [Spaulding et al. 2023]. Im-
portantly, entities that fill these roles are reused in other
parts of the schema to facilitate co-references in the story.
For example, the agent roles are shared for all sub-events of
Prevention & Preparedness, meaning that the organization
that evaluates the spill response is typically also in charge of
developing prevention strategies. Note that type constraints
and granularity are important here, as this role-sharing typ-
ically makes sense when agents are described at a higher
level granularity, e.g. referring to the environmental agency
evaluating the spill response rather than an individual per-
son. Another aspect of the schema is that logical constraints
are defined to facilitate prediction. Each parent event has ei-
ther an AND, OR, or XOR logical gate. Logical gates in-
dicate that the instantiation of an event entails instantiation

of all of its sub-events (AND), at least one of its sub-events
(OR), or exactly one (XOR) sub-event.

We have experimented with several approaches for cre-
ating complex event schemas that use a combination of
automatic extraction (e.g. from Wikidata and Wikipedia),
generation (via LLM prompting), and human curation. We
leave the technical presentation of those methods for another
paper. Here, we focus on the application that instantiates
schemas that are supplied as part of a fixed, pre-populated
schema library.

Information Extraction Pipeline
The inputs to our information extraction (IE) pipeline are
(1) a possibly noisy multilingual batch of documents that
describe a complex event, and (2) a schema library with
schemas for newsworthy events across different domains
(Figure 2). Our information extraction pipeline analyzes the
batch of documents to produce an event graph that summa-
rizes its main events, entities, and relations. Each event, en-
tity, and relation is associated with a concept (either Q or P
node) in Wikidata [Vrandečić and Krötzsch 2014]. Events
and their arguments are also mapped to Propbank frames
[Palmer, Gildea, and Kingsbury 2005]. These links enable
integration with open knowledge resources, such as the re-
cently developed DARPA Wikidata (DWD) [Spaulding et al.
2023]. Each document batch may by noisy in the sense that
there may be irrelevant/distractor documents.

Document pre-processing. We pre-process all documents
using in-house tools prior to English Information Extraction.
The first step is language detection to determine the appro-
priate sentence segmentation and translation models. We do
sentence segmentation in the source language, followed by
sentence-level neural machine translation to English. This
allows us to maintain sentence alignment to report sentence-
level, source-language provenance in our output, as required
by the program. The final pre-processing step is English tok-
enization so that all subsequent Information Extraction steps
requiring tokenization are working with a shared represen-
tation.

Zero-Shot Text Classifier using Natural Language Infer-
ence (ZSTC). We use a zero-shot text classifier through-
out the system to inform semantic interpretations. A zero-
shot classifier allows us to specify target classes dynami-
cally without needing to train a model on data specific to
the task. Our classifier is a standard Natural Language Infer-
ence (NLI) model: a pre-trained language model (RoBERTa-
Large [Liu et al. 2019] in our case) fine-tuned on the multi-
genre textual entailment corpus (MultiNLI or MNLI) for the
NLI task from the RepEval workshop [Williams, Nangia,
and Bowman 2018]. Instances in the MNLI corpus are pairs
of sentences with a label indicating whether the first sen-
tence (the premise) entails, is contradicted by, or is neutral
with respect to the second sentence (the hypothesis). NLI
models can be used for zero-shot text classification by sup-
plying the text to be classified as the premise, and a textual
representation of a target class (i.e. class label or descrip-
tion, queryable from Wikidata) as the hypothesis. The tar-
get class whose textual representation has the highest En-
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Figure 1: A partial illustration of the Hazardous Spill schema. Nodes are (sub-)events. Dotted edges are sub-event relations and
solid edges are temporal relations. Roles highlighted in the same color are co-referent/shared across events.

Figure 2: Overview of CHRONOS system.

tailment score is the predicted class for the text. We use this
ZSTC model to assign Wikidata event classes to sentences.
One advantage of this approach is that using an entirely dif-
ferent schema library (and hence a different event vocabu-
lary) requires no re-training.

Structured Event Extraction. We first extract entity rep-
resentations using entity mention detection [Moon et al.
2019], relation extraction [Ni et al. 2020], and corefer-
ence models trained on KLUE [Florian et al. 2010] and
ACE05 [Walker et al. 2006] datasets. In parallel, we gen-
erate abstract meaning representations (AMR) [Banarescu
et al. 2013] for sentences using a publicly available parser
[Zhou et al. 2021]. At this stage in the pipeline we have
event type labels at different levels of granularity. At the sen-
tence level, we have Wikidata event classes from our ZSTC
service. At the sub-sentence level, the AMR graph has verb
frame nodes that can be interpreted as events, but there are
typically many more verb frame nodes in a single sentence
than there are salient events. To align these two representa-
tions we extract event phrases corresponding to AMR sub-
graphs where the root is a predicate, and find the most simi-
lar Wikidata qnode to it using SBERT embeddings of the qn-

ode definition and examples [Reimers and Gurevych 2019].
Using the ZSTC results as a form of supervision, we only
include the subset of such AMR subgraph-to-qnode pairs if
the qnode also appears in the classes selected by ZSTC. We
also use SBERT embeddings to map the entities in the AMR
subgraphs to entity mentions extracted from text (with entity
coreference resolved). Once we have these event representa-
tions, we resolve event coreference using a model based on
[Yu, Yin, and Roth 2022]. We detect event modality using
a model trained on the ACE05 dataset [Walker et al. 2006],
and extract temporal relations between events using a model
trained on the MATRES dataset [Ning, Wu, and Roth 2018].
At the end of the pipeline, we have a structured represen-
tation of the multi-document narrative that consists of (1)
event-argument structures, where each event and argument
has a type label from Wikidata, (2) entity-entity relations,
where each relation is linked to a property (P node) in Wiki-
data, and (3) before/after relations between some events.
Note that while linking to Wikidata is useful for downstream
analysis and filtering, it is not required by the IE pipeline.
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Schema Matching & Prediction
The schema matching and prediction module takes the event
graph produced by the IE pipeline and the schema library
as inputs and produces an instantiated schema. As men-
tioned above, the schema library is created through a sep-
arate process whose details will be presented in another pa-
per. The instantiated schema includes three types of events:
(1) matched events, which are events that were observed
in the documents and matched to an event in the complex
event schema, (2) unmatched events, which are events ob-
served in text for which the system finds no corresponding
schema event, but are still considered important to the over-
all story, and (3) candidate predictions, which we define as
all schema elements that were not matched to an event ob-
served in text. In this sense, the schema enables the system to
“fill in the gaps” of the narrative and reduce the size of the
overall event graph. This procedure occurs in three stages:
(1) narrative classification, (2) fine-grained matching, (3) in-
stantiation and prediction.

Narrative Classification. In the first stage, the goal is to
find the schema that best matches the overall narrative of
the event graph. We treat this as a multi-class classification
problem, and reuse our ZSTC model to determine which
root schemas are most likely entailed by the events extracted
from source documents. Specifically, we obtain classifica-
tion scores between each sentence in the event graph (i.e.
from a source document) and each complex event schema
(i.e. each class label of each root in the schema library). The
class label with the greatest average score across all sen-
tences is chosen as the best matching schema. This simple
approach works surprisingly well and avoided errors that oc-
curred in prior versions that took a bottom-up matching ap-
proach.

Fine-grained Matching. In the second stage, we align the
events in the event graph to those in the schema tree. We
again use the ZSTC model to compute classification scores
between observed event descriptions and schema event de-
scriptions. We also compute classification scores between
observed event argument descriptions and candidate schema
argument matches. We use a gap-thresholding technique on
event classification scores (i.e. only keeping classifications
above the largest score gap). It is possible for an observed
event to match multiple schema events. These individual
matches then propagate up the schema hierarchy, instanti-
ating higher level schemas to build multiple graph-to-tree
candidate matches. For example, a document batch describ-
ing a hazardous spill may have multiple instantiations of the
hazardous spill schema (Figure 1) that differ in which enti-
ties were included as arguments.

Prediction. In the final stage, the system selects a subset
of unmatched schema elements (those whose parent is in-
stantiated and has an AND logical gate) as candidate predic-
tions. At this stage we have multiple graph-to-tree matches.
We retain the best scoring matches by using two score aug-
mentation techniques. First, we penalize matches that violate
temporal orderings found in the observed event graph. Sec-
ond, we apply importance weighting to event match scores,

such that matches between events that are important to the
narrative or schema are given a score boost. The importance
weights are determined by the ZSTC model, which helps
us estimate which events most strongly entail a given root
schema or observed narrative. We found that this approach
greatly reduces the possibility that frequent but less salient
events drive the entire schema match. For example, in a ter-
rorist bombing schema, the presence of a detonation event
is much more indicative of a bombing than a travel event
or even an injury event, despite all three being present in
the schema. The final predictions consist of all the candidate
predictions from the highest scoring match. In the example
in Figure 2, the resulting prediction is that lessons learned
will be identified, its justification is the set of matches to
its schema siblings, and its provenance is the source docu-
ment and sentence “Several countries, including France and
Japan, are also assisting Mauritius, which has activated its
national contingency plan for oil spills.” This justification
and provenance trail is required by the program and, unlike
an explanation elicited from a generative language model,
its faithfulness is guaranteed.

Experiments
Complex Events Dataset
We evaluate our system on a dataset that consists of sev-
eral smaller datasets created by the Linguistic Data Consor-
tium (LDC) for the DARPA KAIROS program. The dataset
is comprised of 34 unique complex events that span several
different domains. Each complex event is accompanied by
a small batch of relevant documents describing the event,
such as news articles. Each document may be in English,
Spanish, or Russian. We present statistics of the dataset in
Table 1. Each story is a unique instance within the domain,
e.g. the 2010 Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill could be a single
story (with multiple documents) in the Hazardous Spill do-
main. These data will be made available through the LDC
catalog under the research project name KAIROS 3. Specif-
ically, we use data corresponding to the Phase 1 Evaluation
Data, Phase 2A Quizlet Data, Phase 2A Evaluation Data,
and Phase 2B Evaluation Data packages of KAIROS.

Although there are no official training splits to these data,
we froze development before gaining access to the 15 stories
from the most recent LDC data package (Phase 2B Evalua-
tion Data). All the stories in the Hazardous Spill, Riot, and
Coup d’état domains (as well as some from all other do-
mains) fall into this post-development category.

Task and Metrics
Our system analyzes each batch of documents and matches
it to a schema event type. We asses the system’s classifica-
tion capabilities with schema instantiation accuracy (Acc),
event match recall (MR-Events), and argument match re-
call (MR-Args). Event match recall is the proportion of ex-
tracted events that were matched to an event in the complex
event schema. Argument match recall is the proportion of

3https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/search
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Domain # Stories # Docs (per story)
Coup d’état 3 38 (12.67)
Disease outbreak (food) 4 47 (11.75)
Disease outbreak (general) 6 77 (12.83)
Hazardous Spill 3 40 (13.33)
Riot 3 44 (14.67)
Terrorist Attack (general) 5 64 (12.80)
Terrorist Attack (bombing) 10 120 (12.00)

Table 1: Descriptive statistics on Complex Events Dataset

Domain Events Entities Relations
Coup d’état 227 431 148
Disease outbreak (food) 298 502 95
Disease outbreak (general) 318 517 120
Hazardous Spill 180 259 39
Riot 197 292 64
Terrorist Attack (general) 463 722 206
Terrorist Attack (bombing) 874 1380 346

Table 2: Total number of events, entities, and relations ex-
tracted by our IE pipeline. Across all domains, the system
detected 389 unique event types, 50 unique entity types, and
8 unique relation types.

extracted arguments that were matched to roles in the com-
plex event schema. These metrics give us a sense of cover-
age, but it is important to note that we do not aim for 100%
match recall in this use case because source documents are
much more detailed than the schema, so events that are rel-
evant to a particular story but not to a generalized schema
should not be matched. In other words, 100% recall would
indicate that our schema is too detailed and therefore likely
to produce implausible event predictions.

We assess the quality of our systems’ predictions via hu-
man assessment. Human annotators judge the plausibility of
each predicted event type (PP-Events) and each predicted ar-
gument (PP-Args). Plausibility is defined as the proportion
of predictions that were rated plausible by one or both anno-
tators. These judgements can be subjective, so we instructed
annotators to answer the question: does the predicted event
(or event argument) naturally follow from the general narra-
tive of the story? For example, the prediction shown in Fig-
ure 2 was generated by our system after analyzing a batch of
documents describing an oil spill in Mauritius. Annotators
marked this prediction, that there would be some identifica-
tion of lessons learned from the oil spill, as plausible. Anno-
tators also marked each of the arguments shown as plausi-
ble: that Mauritius as well as other countries could identify
lessons learned and that the lessons would be about the spill.
Each complex event was annotated by two different annota-
tors. Overall, annotators were in agreement for 88% of items
(Cohen’s kappa = 0.77).

Results
The CHRONOS system extracted a broad vocabulary of
events for each of the 34 stories. Each event, entity, and re-
lation is linked to a Wikidata label. Across all domains, the
system detected 389 unique event types, 50 unique entity

types, and 8 unique relation types. Totals for each domain
are shown in Table 2.

The system instantiated the correct schema for most (32
out of 34) stories (Table 3). Both errors were in the gen-
eral terrorist attack domain. In two out of four of those sto-
ries, the system incorrectly instantiated the terrorist attack
bombing schema, when the stories were actually about mass
shootings. In both cases, the mass shooting schema was the
second best matching schema.

The match recall for events and arguments is moder-
ate, with the system matching between 35-57% of extracted
events and 35-54% of arguments to elements in the selected
schema (Table 3). This is not very surprising considering
that the event graphs for each story typically include hun-
dreds of events, entities, and relations, some of which may
be from distractor documents. Importantly, even if the event
graph were at the perfect level of granularity, we would
not aim for 100% recall because that would diminish our
schema’s ability to make predictions.

Table 4 shows metrics for predictions. Event prediction
plausibility is nearly at ceiling, with the exception of the ter-
rorist attack (general) domain, where the system instantiated
the incorrect schema, leading to predictions having to do
with explosives rather than shootings. However, predicting
plausible arguments proved to be much more challenging.
As noted above, unmatched schema elements are the source
of all predictions, so plausibility of arguments depends on
the appropriateness of the schema roles, the accuracy of the
event-argument extraction from documents, and the schema
instantiation system’s ability to correctly match arguments.
We experimented with different ways of filtering predictions
arguments: (1) applying a simple confidence threshold, (2)
applying a Wikidata superclass filter, and (3) a permissive
filter that is the disjunction of 1 and 2.

A simple confidence threshold was determined by per-
forming a confidence sensitivity analysis. We observed a
substantial increase in plausibility when using a threshold of
0.01 and an ideal threshold around 0.1 (results were similar
for thresholds between 0.05 and 0.15).

In many of the implausible predicted arguments, we found
that the argument matching algorithm was likely too liberal,
as we were seeing argument alignments that could clearly be
ruled out with an analysis of the argument type labels. For
example, in one of the Coup d’état stories, one of the pre-
dictions was about planning the coup, and one of the roles
was A0 ppt thing being planned, which had a schema con-
straint of coup (Q45382). However, the predicted argument
was ‘country’ with geographic entity (Q27096213) as its
type label. The Wikidata superclass filter queries the pub-
licly available Wikidata query service to determine if the the
type label for the extracted argument is a superclass of the
type constraint for the schema element. This is similar in
spirit to the text classification that occurs within the schema
matching module via the ZSTC service, but instead of pro-
viding a score, allows us to explicitly rule out certain argu-
ment alignments. This filter greatly improves the plausibility
rate for Hazardous Spill and Riot stories.

Lastly, we applied a permissive filter that only kept pre-
dictions that were above the confidence threshold or passed
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Domain Acc MR-Events MR-Args
Coup 100% 0.35 0.35
DOFood 100% 0.46 0.45
DOGen 100% 0.54 0.54
HazSpill 100% 0.57 0.52
Riot 100% 0.52 0.49
TerrAtk 50% 0.45 0.41
TerrIED 100% 0.45 0.42

Table 3: Match metrics across domains: root classifica-
tion accuracy (Acc), average match recall for events (MR-
Events), average match recall for event arguments (MR-
Args).

Domain Pr-Events Pr-Args PP-Events PP-Args
Coup 6.33 4.67 100% 25%
DOFood 9.50 4.50 100% 46%
DOGen 8.00 6.50 100% 68%
HazSpill 6.33 8.00 100% 88%
Riot 6.00 4.00 100% 67%
TerrAtk 13.00 11.20 78% 46%
TerrIED 10.80 10.00 100% 59%

Table 4: Prediction metrics across domains: average number
of predicted events per story (Pr-Events), average number of
predicted arguments per story (PR-Args), prediction plausi-
bility for events (PP-Events), and prediction plausibility for
arguments (PP-Args). PP-Arg percentages are for predicted
arguments that pass the permissive filter.

the Wikidata super class filter. The PP-Args numbers shown
in Table 4 use this permissive filter. The impact of each of
those filters is shown in Figure 3.

Challenges to Deployment
Our system underwent multiple evaluations under the
DARPA KAIROS program where we received feedback, es-
pecially on the conciseness and clarity of system outputs.
As mentioned above, the event graphs generated by our sys-
tem often contain hundreds of entities, events, and relations.
This presented a challenge on how to summarize the multi-
document story, and how to present it in a human read-
able form. In addition to sheer size, graphical visualizations
needed to accommodate multiple edges and distinguish-
ing between conceptual relations between entities, compo-
sitional relations, and temporal relations between events,
which became very challenging. As of this writing we em-
ploy a combination of textual (html outline) and graphical
visualizations. This will likely evolve as the quality of pre-
dictions improve.

Related to visualization and usability, we are planning
to integrate our pipeline with our schema curation tools.
Currently these two operate independently, but combining
them would enable a user to interactively analyze document
batches and rapidly assess how changes to the schema li-
brary impact predictions.

In transitioning Information Extraction models into this

Figure 3: Percentage of predicted arguments that were rated
plausible by at least one annotator.

application, we learned that IE vocabularies such as
ACE/ERE/KLUE were insufficient for this use case. We
gained expressivity by using larger vocabularies like Wiki-
data and Propbank for events. Utlimately, we moved to an
almost entirely open vocabulary, where pre-trained models
could be used to compute similarity and assign vocabulary
labels as needed.

Moving forward, our biggest priorities are improving the
quality of predictions, while maintaining faithful justifica-
tions and provenance links. We currently use plausibility as
our prediction quality metric, but we would like to under-
stand what other dimensions, such as how actionable a pre-
diction is, might be useful. Currently our predictions can fall
into the category of commonsense inferences. However, in a
setting where predictions might inform some kind of inter-
vention, then more sophisticated metrics might be required.
In future implementations, LLMs may play a more direct
role in generating predictions. If so, we will also explore if
and how we can make guarantees related to LLM explana-
tion faithfulness. We believe the field is moving in this di-
rection and we hope that the KAIROS use case will further
illustrate the importance of reliable, justifiable, and prove-
nance linked predictions.
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